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B Y : M A R K A N G E LO N O C U M

In the last decade, being in a rock band with a female vocalist would
find you associated with the band Paramore. The only considered ways
to break from that pre-conceived notion would be.The band should play
mellow or heavy music. The vocalist plays an instrument.
However, it is hard to disregard the impact and influence of Hayley
Williams to female-fronted bands now. The icon herself changed
the game in the music industry and in both advantageous and
disadvantageous ways; it had an effect on bands with women taking the
microphone.
That said, this is a feature of how a band managed to step out of
being labeled and how they got themselves their own identity in the
underground scene.

It was November of 2017 when I
first saw Eyecandy. The show was
called "Emo Night", and from the
covers being posted online, it was
their photo that got most traction,
notably because of the song they
chose, "Welcome to the Black
Parade" by My Chemical Romance.
I hate to be that guy, but I was
critical when it came to subcultures
that are surrounded and/or built by
good music. This was the wave I
witnessed and the wave I lived by.
I was kind of unsure at first but I
decided to give the band a chance,
maybe they know their music, after
all.
Little did I know that I'd be singing
their songs in the following years.
They are all skilled in all aspects--I
see visionaries, I see consistency,
I see discipline, I see how cohesive
they are as a unit. I knew from that
night that I have to see them more
live.
And they began playing in Crazy
Duck Production a lot. I see no
difference from when I first saw
them up to their recent. The energy
is still there; the smiles in between
small errors; and just going all-out
on their set--it was magical.

They rarely do covers as well, so
I guess it helped them shape their
music, especially to a new listener
like me.
Things got rocky for the band
when they were involved in various
dramas within the scene; being
affiliated with con artists and
an unfair movement, Eyecandy
voiced out their side on things, and
how the allegations against the
organization proved themselves to
be true. A lot of bands under their
"roster" collectively stated the same
thing, some of them experiencing
the worst -- unable to land a gig
under the organisation's name.
The band somehow spearheaded
that small revolution and people
who knew about that story cannot
deny that Eyecandy played a major
part in it.

Everything went quiet for some
time. And as things progressed,
I became friends with some of
the band members. They really
do know their music and had
their plans set out; I was really
taken aback by how close their
relationships have been. I recently
had a talk with their guitarist and
told me that there are changes
going to be made on the band. He
gave me a quick runthrough of the
song and I understand immediately
what sound they're trying to go for.
Adding that small piece of music
with how skilled they are, they've
already managed to break free
from the shadows of an icon. I do
not have much faith as a listener,
but I believe they will pull it off. I
believe that this new material would
set them apart from everyone else
in the genre.

Eyecandy is more than just what's
familiar. If anything, they're closer
to a mix of Coheed & Cambria
and A Day to Remember than
Paramore. Their music works, and
to be compared would be an insult.
They've released four songs so far
and it just gets me excited hearing
their new ideas. Seeing them live,
through the misconception, beef
with other bands, members in and
out, Eyecandy remains strong.
Same energy, smiles in between
errors and same love for music.
Eyecandy is a five-piece easycore,
pop rock band from Manila. But
more importantly, they are a band
with their own identity and their
own sound.

EYECANDY
EYE
CAN
DY

Beverly Vasquez - Vocals
Kmann Ibañez - Guitars
Winrick Gatdula - Guitars
Mark Aze Deladia - Bass
Bianca Dela Rosa - Drums

Band Page: https://www.facebook.com/eyecandymusicph/
Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/6VpZfOEkqggHn3aPgm8dfb
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drum gear review
Hi guys! Nikos here of Manila Under Fire, and
let’s talk drums! First of all many thanks to Ria
Bautista for inviting me to do a segment on
drum gear. I’ve always been such a fan of gear
especially drum gear and I’d love to share my
own stuff with you and hopefully give you ideas
as well or new perspectives on setting up your
kit and or drumming.

So where to start? Let’s talksnare
drums. I’ve had many snare drums
throughout the years and mostly
they were steel or brass. And I
really like snare drums with depth.
Depth ranging from 6.5inches to 8
inches. I currently own a 13x7 TAMA
SLP G-Maple snare drum. (My first
wooden snare drum) My preference
for snare drums in terms of diameter
are the 13’s. The 13’s with depth
give this flawless crack both live and
in the studio. The depth also gives
so much body amidst the high end
of the crack. I guess I grew to like
this tone because of playing in open
air and or mall show situations. 13’s
also work very well in a bar or club
scenario even without a microphone.
The heads for this snare drum on the
bottom is an Evans Hazy single ply

stock head. And stock snare wires.
For the top head I use an Aquarian
Hi-Energy because of it’s tone and
durability. It’s a single ply drum head.
I don’t really tune my snare drums to
a note but I prefer them with medium
tuning on top and high tension tuning
on the bottom. In my experience, the
higher tuning on the bottom head
enables the drum to “sing” more.
I also own a TAMA Big Black Steel
snare drum. It’s a 14x8 steel shell.
To be honest I haven’t really road
tested this out live or in the studio
yet. Tried it once in UP Fair and I was
missing the natural crack of a 13. For
this snare drum all heads are Evans
stock heads and stock snare wires.
It was also hard looking for suitable
case for this one due to its depth.

On to Cymbals! I’m proud to say that
I use and endorse Armada Cymbals.
Big shout out and Thank you to Sir
Gem, Mam Lax and Sir Melvin. So I
currently use these both live and in
the studio. I use a mix of both bright
and dark cymbals. For my hi hats
I use a 14 Hades Darkman. Just a
little back story on these, so Jesso
of Wilabaliw got me hooked on to
these because of its effortless chick
and projection while still being a dark
toned hi hat. For my crashes I use an
18 Ares Dark crash and an 18 Myth
Stacker. For my ride cymbals I use
either a 20 inch Ares Dark ride and
or a 22 Mayan ride cymbal. And for
the China it’s an 18 Olympus. So
why Armada? I bought my first
pieces last year coz I wanted to try
out a new sound without breaking
the bank so to speak. To be honest
I started becoming disappointed
with most cymbals sold here in The
Philippines because most of them
are really expensive and I felt that I
wasn’t getting my money’s worth for
the cymbals I was using. Armada
really surprised me because of the
tone and the many cymbals lines
they have. They have a selection of
B8 B10 and B20 lines which cater to
different tastes and playing levels.
The particular line I fell in love with
is the Ares Dark cymbal line due

to its warmth and projection. For
the actively gigging and or touring
drummer, I’d recommend you guys
check out the Ares, Hades, Zeus,
Apollo and Mayan lines.
For pedals, I’ve been using the same
since 2013. I use a DW 9000 double
pedal. I got these third hand with the
hardcase and I never looked back
since. These pedals are really easy to
adjust and have so much adjustment
options depending on the playing
style of each drummer.
For hardwares I use a mix of Gibraltar,
Ludwig, Mapex, and TAMA products.
For live gigs I use two Gibraltar
stands for my crashes, one straight
and one boomed. For my ride I use
an old Ludwig straight stand due to
its durability and adjustability. For the
china I use a TAMA boom arm which
is clamped to the ride cymbal stand.
And for the snare stand I use an old
Ludwig. For my kit at home I just
use the stock Mapex hardwares that
came with my drum-kit.
I also use Vic Firth Rock sticks.
They’re roughly a 2B sized stick. I
use them for the weight and length
they provide. It’s a preference of
mine to have slightly weight-y sticks
for more control.

My kit at home is a Mapex Meridian

an Evans Heavyweight for the batter head.

Birch which I’ve been using since 2013.

I tune the bass drum to a lower E so to

The tone of birch is innately a little bright

speak with the fron head pretty tight so the

which gives a good attack. We used this

bass drum doesn’t just have this thud

kit on the first Manila Under Fire album. I

but also a good attack. For the rack tom I

sometimes bring this kit to gigs if the space

tune it to an A# (2nd octave) on both sides

and logistical factors allow. The drum sizes

and the floor tom to D (2nd octave). I tune

are 22x18 kick, 10, 12, 14 and 16 toms

these with the help of an Application called

(but I only use the 12 and 16’s hehe) The

Tune-bot. It gives recommended notes

bottom heads are all stock heads. For the

per drum for different applications and or

top head on the rack tom I put an Aquarian

playing. The actual tuning and adjustments

Black Coated Response 2 for the warmth

per drum are done by me with a keyboard

and dampening of some overtones. For

and drum tuners. I manually adjust the

the floor tom I use an evans EC2 clear for

tension of the drums as per recommendation

that lowend fatness and attack. For the

of the Tune-bot.

bass drum I use a black single ply front
head with a porthole for the front head and

So why do I have
this set up?
For years I have been trying out many

style. But I realized that I liked my ride

different set ups and usually I just copied

cymbal to be set up a little higher than

them from my drumming icons. Icons

usual and a bit tilted as opposed to low

such as Travis Barker, Matt Halpern, Joey

and flat like Travis Barker’s. I also realized

Jordison, The Rev and lately Mat Nichols

that I was more comfortable playing the

and James Cassells. And Matt Garstka.

ride cymbal that way because then I could
have better control of it. But again, that’s

But now I think I have finally found my tone

just me. I also prefer my China close to my

and set up. A realization I had was that

right side almost beneath the ride cymbal. I

maybe what works for my icons doesn't

like my hi hats at mid height same with my

really work well for me? I used to set up my

crashes. My throne is also of mid height

drums like Travis Barker. And eventually

with my knees positioned at slightly above

I also tried Matt Halpern’s“No Rack Tom”

right angle.

I also played without a rack tom. For about

angle and position. Having another crash

3 years I did this. This actually came out of

to the right pushes the china further right,

necessity because most bars in the metro

away from me. I do this by using one of the

had/have problematic set-ups and I just

boom stands and angling it as the same

couldn’t angle the tom to the position

height as my main crash and keeping it at

I needed. And so I just learned to play

a good height distance from the rack tom.

without it. But then come late 2016, I

In conclusion, my preferences for drums,

started using a rack tom again because

cymbals and sticks have changed overtime.

Manila Under Fire’s music was evolving

The evolution of my set-up depends on the

and the gig environment was changing.

music my band plays. What’s important I
guess is that you have to be comfortable

In 2019 I decided to put a crash cymbal in

with what you play. So keep on playing and

front of me. I realized that I’m not too keen

experimenting with your sound. And just

on playing a crash to my right because I

have fun! Also no matter how busy you are

like my china cymbal to my right at a certain

always try put in the time to practice. If you
can’t on a kit you can on a pad, pillows and
or do mental practice. It helps, trust me.
Keep on drumming! Thanks for your time.
If you have any questions you can get
in touch with me through Facebook or
Instagram.

Nikos Kaziras

Drummer, Manila Under Fire
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H U N D R E D

VOCALIST

D A Y S

Robby Sta Ana

GUITAR

Oliver Torrecampo

GUITAR

Bryan Lagahid

DRUMS

Rhovie Conde

BASS

Mike Lopez

G O N E

How did the band form
and where did you get
your name?
Hundred Days Gone is a band formed way
back 2015 from Pasig. The band consist
of 5 member Robby Sta Ana on Vocals,
Verto Guese on Rhythm, Bryan Lagahid
on Lead Guitar, Mike Lopez on Bass &
Rhovie Conde on Drums. All members
came from different groups. We decided to
start compiling a list of words that simply
describe metal band names. We were all
hanging out, chill’n and drinking and then
we were like, "oh, Hundred Days Gone"
May hugot! Hahaha... Since matagal din
kami nagpahinga sa eksena and were
back to regenerate & share our music as
well.

What is your goal and
how would you describe
your music?
We know that Philippines has a big
underground music scene. As a musician
our goal in mind was to create something
new and that was always push the limits
to what heavy metal is supposed. Different
attack for each song that you most likely
haven't heard of, or listened to. You can
feel the groove at the same time with a
heavy riffs meets deadly licks and whole lot
of alcohol driven lyrics towards not giving a
fuck about the modern day music. And as
a band we will make sure that everything
will be straight in the face - from Metal to
the core.

Greatest achievement as a band?
We're very proud because we launched a self-title album last November 10, 2018 at Skinny
Mikes Bar BGC Taguig. It was a skull-crashing line up from start to finish! Achievement
for us is not about awards or rewards, being able to play our music in the local scene
with my bros is good enough. Music for us is more of passion and expression. Fuck
the fame let the music be the guiding light for everyone who got blinded and lost in this
world! Be heard as a band is already an achievement itself.

Robby (Vocals)
STYLE / TECHNIQUE:
Groove Nu Metal
BAND INFLUENCE:
Deftones, Ill Niño, Chimaira,
Seven dust, Slipknot,
THOUGHTS EVERY TIME
YOU'RE ON STAGE:
As a vocals you must learn how to perform and
think how much energy you will need to fill that
space. Always put on my mind that this will be
the last performance!
When it comes to song writing I think something
that works for me, is to put myself into the
mindset of the 'character' the song is about.

VERTO (GUITAR)
STYLE / TECHNIQUE:
Fast groove jent hardcore approach.
BAND INFLUENCE:
As i lay dying ,Killswitch Engage,
Lamb of God, August Burns Red,
Haste The Day, Shadows Fall,
Meshuggah
INSTRUMENTS:
Esp Ltd EC 401 Fm stblk Emg active guitar
Charvel DX-1 ST Emg active guitar
Zoom Ms50g multistomp
Line 6 Spider IV 150watts 2x12
THOUGHTS EVERY TIME
YOU'RE ON STAGE:
Thinking of the crowd happiness

Bryan Lagahid (Guitar)
STYLE / TECHNIQUE:
Thrash, groove, speed metal.
BAND INFLUENCE:
Pantera, Slayer, Alice in Chains,
Nirvana, and many more.
INSTRUMENTS:
(Guitar) Jackson RRX24-7, Schecter Damien
Elite 7 FR
THOUGHTS EVERY TIME
YOU'RE ON STAGE:
Get drunk, play hard and enjoy the show.

MIKE LOPEZ (BASS)
STYLE / TECHNIQUE:
Old and new metal
BAND INFLUENCE:
Sepultura, Slayer
INSTRUMENTS:
Fender Bass Guitar
THOUGHTS EVERY TIME
YOU'RE ON STAGE:
Just keep on playing.

Bryan Lagahid (Guitar)
STYLE / TECHNIQUE:
Groove straight forward attack.
BAND INFLUENCE:
Deftone ,hed pe, KoRn, Hatelife
INSTRUMENTS:
Tama iron cobra double pedal
PRIMARY SNARE: mapex black panther
		

blaster 13x6 snare

SECONDARY SNARE: pearl short fuse
		

10x4.5 snare

14" 502 paiste hihats
18" wuhan crash
18" zildjian A custom
20" zildjian schimitar ride
20" zildjian A custom ride
18" zildjian oriental china
8" arborea bell

8" arborea ghost splash

H U N D R E D DAYS G O N E
would like to thank:
Normand Yu of Glasstone Studio
Chili Gang Devil
This is Chaos
Rakista Radio
Jam 88.3 Balian ng Leeg
Pulp Magazine
Photographer: Ryuu L. Soulshin / MEDIAGRAPHIKS / Shiena Cordero
Thanks to all our relatives, family and friends. To all the people who's
believing us and showed us so much love.
Special thanks to UNPLUS MAGAZINE,
It's been an honor to be part of this issue. More power to you guys!
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ANTOK

AGAW-AGIMAT VIEO LAUNCH

2 FEBRUARY 2019
Pinoy alternative-punk band Agaw Agimat
launched their video “Antok” (Sleepy) at
Cabin 420 in Makati last February 2. The
video, directed by drummer Renmin Nadela,
was shot by Jep Diaz and Lucio Tango at
the showroom of Kolin Electronics Company,
featured their Lumilites light setup. The song
itself is from the point of view of an exhausted
call center agent needing sleep. The launch
party at Cabin 420 also featured acts from
The Go Signals, Erectus, Luna, Talata,
Harinawa, and Heartbreak Syndicate.

Directed by Renmin Nadela
Shot by Jep Diaz and Lucio Tango
Lights Controlled by Andy Bataanon
Video Edited by Richard Barnett
Location Managed by Topz Aroin at Kolin
Electronics Company

SAN MIG LIGHT
presents NoKal Live
At The Loft
featuring UDD

The unmistakable guitar intro to “Sweet Child of Mine”
sparked waves of screaming as Guns N’ Roses held sway over the
crowd of hardcore rock fans in the Philippine Arena.
The music was non-stop from 7:30 to 10:30 PM, with
bonus Velvet Revolver and Soundgarden songs.

11 JANUARY
UDD, the popular Pinoy band formerly known
as Up Dharma Down, performed to a sold
out crowd at Nokal last January 11. Awarded
Favorite Indie Artist in the 2008 Myx Music
Awards, and Best Female artist for vocalist
Armi Millare in 2006, the band has three
albums under their belt, and Millare recently
finished a collaboration with Norwegian pop/
jazz band D’sound, which resulted in the song
“Lykkelig” a word that translates to “happy,”
“delighted,” and even “fortunate.”

STEPHEN
SPEAKS

ACOUSTIC THROWBACK TOUR
Indie hit acoustic -slash-pop rock artist Stephen Speak (Rockwell Ryan
Ripperger ) still had the skills to wow and woo his die-hard fans at SM
Bacoor Activity Center on February 20, sixteen years after his album No
More Doubt hit platinum ten days after its Philippine release in February of
2003.
Ripperger charmed the audience with his thoughts on music and romance,
quipping, “It’s never too late to celebrate love,’ before he segued into "All
These Things.” Later on, he thrilled the audience by inviting them to join
the fun: “Here’s a love song you can sing with me,” before strumming the
familiar intro to his hit, “Out of My League.” He also sang songs from his
other albums Age of the Underdog and Symptoms of Love, and surprised
the audience with h

CMLi

Free Music Lessons
09 February 2019
The venue was ‘all seats taken’ -- down to the floor -- last February 9
at the Abundant Life Christian Ministries International church in Quezon
City, for a two-hour free music lesson that featured local music industry
heavyweights from several of the most popular bands in the country, jam
sessions, and a Q&A with the audience.
It wasn’t a question that these names in the business drew so many people
eager to learn from the best:
Quincy Quisumbing (lead guitarist of Kanjiru), Archie Salvador (lead
guitarist of Gloc 9), Josiah Taylor Sasam (drummer, of Room 8 Serenity),
Arvin Dale (bassist of Basically Saturday Night) , Lem Belaro (drummer of
Calalily) , Kaibigang Puno (solo artist) and Patrick Cruz (the Colt 45 Shred
to Slam Champion 2011). The event was sponsored by Al’s Guitar Set-up
Services, Q Audio light and sound and recording studio, and Tune Lab
Manila, among others.

DJ SCENE

BIG BANG
UrbnQC

12.29. 2018 | Audiophiles who favored UrbnQC
for their music hotspot of choice had a New
Year pre-celebration with its Big Bang party on
December 29. They were treated to the skills
of DJ’s Joel Robbie, Rodney Martinez, Aryan
Magat, and Chad Umali, with MC Jams keeping
the crowd hopped up and dancing ‘til the wee
hours of the morning.
Photos | Jayzee Cezar
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New Year's Eve
Countdown!
Revel @The Palace

12.31.2018 | Sparklers, confetti, and
champagne helped create a happy
buzz as revelers met the New Year
with a bang at Revel at The Palace,
where DJ’s Mars Miranda, Raze,
and Marc Naval unleashed their
skills with the beats and kept the
music going to midnight with the
crowd dancing to the club’s count
down.
Photos by Poccoyo Photography

Salvatore
Ganacci
Xylo at The Palace

12.31.2018 | Ace Ramos, Martine Pulgar,
Kouta Kutsuma, Knoxville, and MC Pao made
the rest of the line-up as guest DJ Salvatore
Ganacci dominated the decks -- and the
crowd-- on New Year’s Eve. People couldn’t
help but let his take on EDM take them over.
From bone-rattling beats to slow, sultry
crooning, Ganacci had the whole crowd with
their hands in the air and moving with him as
they counted down the night to the new year.

The Island
New Year's
Eve Party
The Island at the Palace complex

12.31.2018 | People looking
for a different vibe to welcome
the New Year found it in the
relaxed ambiance of the open
concept Island bar at the Palace
Complex. Fireworks painted the
sky overhead, echoed by the
music and the beats from Kat
DJ, Supmerman, Emil Angeles,
Franco Zarate, and Bigs
Candido.

DJ LV LIM
Liv Superclub

It truly was a happy screamfest at House Manila
as its
patrons dressed
uplate
in their
finest
spooky
01.04.19
| A truly
New
Year’s
get-up to let loose on the dance floor, with DJ
hangover
from
SlickJay,
Dustindidn’t
Arriolastop
and people
MC Paolo
Mendoza turning
up
the
music
and
tuning
the
crowd
partying last January 4 at the Liv
into their drumming beats and slick dance
Superclub when MC Charlz and
mixes

MC GMTFX roped them into going
along with the music coming from
DJ’s Jack Dong, Charlz, Dane
Paden, LV Lim, and Nishhh on the
decks.

Local and
Proud on Tour
aura

There’s nothing like showcasing local
talent to bring out the best beats, and
the Aura Club was the place to be last
January 11 when its resident DJ Jhun
welcomed DJ’s Juan Pablo and Boyet
Ilustrisimo from Oqtagon to give the
crowd a night of good music.
Photos by | CeeJhay Dela Cruz

Saturday
Shuffle
The Reserve

12 January 2019
| Relaxing on the
weekends went easier
for people hanging out
at The Reserve last
January 12, as they were
chilling with excellent
booze from the bar, and
beats from the decks
manned by DJ Loonyo,
DJ Markymix, and DJ
Brenda Munoz

Club Octagon
Money
Moves
at clubTell
Don’t
octagon
Speakeasy

04 January 2018 | Guests at The
Don’t Tell bar spent the first Friday
of the new year chilling to the music
spilling from the turntables manned
by DJ’s David Ardiente, Mohit
Alamchandani, Victor Pring and
Bad Boy Rocky, with MC Edes Coo
hosting.

EVENTS
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MR. ELEPHANT
P R O D U C T I O N

IKALAWANG ANIBERSARYO

is an underground celebration of one of the rock communities in
manila’s ROCKAHOLIC REBELS PHILIPPINES with partnership
and organize by MR. ELEPHANT PRODUCTIONS. And this
year’s anniversary was held at The Matchbox Yard D-Side Bar
at Commonwealth Quezon City. With the special participation of
Written by the Stars, Deepsleep, Rebuild, Lovescene, Brace
yourselves, The blackstone Conspiracy, Gods vs the King,
Painscale, Remnants, Quatro, Shortvisit, SigawPilipinas and
Hahlaman. With are partners Rakista Radio, Pulp Live World, Finite
Fam, Death Threat Production, SouthRock Production, Media
Graphiks, Unplug Magazine, Jam Rock Pilipinas and with other rock
communites Rakista ng Parañaque, Rksta Knttn, Daga ng Marikina,
Rockheads PH, Bulacan Hardcore and special thanks to Shiena
Cordero and Jeez Matias.

ROCKAHOLIC
REBELS
PHILIPPINES
Started in April 2017, Rockaholic Rebels Philippines
is an independent music community where local
bands and listeners can meet virtually through
social media and physically by attending gigs and
rock concerts. Rockaholic Rebels Philippines' goal
is to support local bands by means of promoting
the band's music and upcoming events online and
offline, as well as attending to the band's event/s
where they can hear new music, new bands, and
gain more friends.

QUATRO

VOCALS
Waheed "Weed" Aljarallah
BASS
Gino Louise Gahol
DRUMS
Oshni "Oni" Janoras
LEAD GUITAR
Tomas Grimalt
GUITAR
Nico Bantatua

is composed of 6 musicians whom main goal
is to share their craft of making KANTOTENGA
MUSIC (the bands say on their kind of music
genre) for everyone who gets a chance to watch
them on stage, via video or soon via mp3, main
goal of the band is to wake up the inner senses of
people through QUATRO'S eargasmic music in the
Philippines music scene whenever we get to.
if you drop by our page or gig feel free to lend us
your senses for a few minutes and let's go through
a EARGASMIC KANTOTENGA EXPERIENCE THE
QUATRO WAY!!!, SEE YOU AROUND QUARTOPA
APIR AT YAKAP!!!
Influences: Deftones, Tool, Ill Niño, Slipknot, Lamb
of God, 311, Fear Factory, Pantera, Chimaira, A
Perfect Circle, System of a Down, Team Sleep,
SOJA, Skindred, Killswitch Engage, Alice in
Chains, Nirvana, Pearl Jam, Stone Temple Pilots,
Soundgarden.

VOCALS
Kimberly Tria
BASS
Gabo Gonzales
DRUMS
Mark Plasabas
GUITAR
Anjo Plasabas
GUITAR
Dave Dela Cruz

LOVESCENE
was originally formed in 2008. With their catchy
melodies, complemented by their heartfelt lyrics,
their songs will surely touch different kinds of
emotions. LovescenePH recently released their
3rd song out of their EP "friends from nowhere"
titled "taken by chance" which you can download at
bandcamp for free, together with their other songs
titled "Northstar" and "Light at the end of the tunnel".
Our songs mostly talks about love and other kinds of
emotion and we wanted to have a name that would
pretty much define our songs in just one word, so
RJ Ruiz (Our former bassist) came up with the name
Lovescene
Our music is driven by different aspects of emotions,
and we try to compliment it with our own sense of
catchy and upbeat melodies.

WRITTEN BY THE STARS

VOCALS
Robert Calingo
DRUMS
Cromwell Reyes
LEAD GUITAR
Aron Cruz
GUITAR
Esjay Laylo

We decided to name our band Written By The Stars
because we all know that in order to form a star, you would
need 5 rays, which represent each one of us. Also, in the
Bible, a star was used by the 3 kings in finding their way
to Jesus, so we also believed that , a star guided us to be
formed as a group, That is also the reason why our first
band logo is shaped like the navigation icon, which is now
used as letter "A" in our official logo.
Descriptions of Sounds/Music Our genre is Emo/Pop Punk.
We love listening to Mayday Parade, All Time Low and My
Chemical Romance. Mostly pop punk or pop rock genre,
we also have our individual influences when in comes to
playing our instruments.

REBUILD

VOCALS/GUITAR
Red Redelicia
BASS/VOCALS
Paolo Redelicia
DRUMS
Julius Malate
LEAD GUITAR/VOCALS
Evad

was formed on May 25, 2016 with Red Redelicia
on Guitar Vox with neighbor John "Jepoy" Dave
on Lead Guitar. Red's Brother Paolo Redelicia
supposed to be playing drums for the band but
then highly recommend his classmate Julius Malate
from college and ask to join, eventually accepted as
permanent drummer. Paolo decided to switch and
play bass for the band.
The band was called REBUILD due to we believe
that everything can be fix, reconstructed and
improve after being destroyed.
Our music is all about life struggles and heart aches.
We are influence by both local and international
bands such as:
Local OPM: Slapshock, Wilabaliw, Greyhoundz,
Valley of Chrome, Kamikazee, Parokya ni Edgar,
Eraser heads and Rivermaya.
International: As I lay dying, Trivium, Bullet for my
valentine, Escape the fate, Blink 182, August Burns
Red, Slayer, Miss May I and Lamb of God.

GOD VS THE KINGS
is a translation of the latin phrase 'Deus Nobis Regum' which is a
religious movement by the nicaean council organized by Emperor
Constantine I, to purge the heretics and non-believers during the rise
of Arianism. The phrase depicts the power of God to its dominion and
'Kings'. This movement in fact is a fallacy because the real goal of the
council is to assimilate contradicting belief of the church and its people.
This in turn will help them to much easily control its citizens and its
practices as well as have a valid reason to purge 'undesirables'. It was
as they say a necessary LIE to uphold authority and power.

VOCALS
Bj Ebit
BASS
Randolf Rafols
DRUMS
James Oliveros
GUITAR
Jerrick Gega

We chose this name because our core spirit is 'rebellion'. Like the
phrase, there is a battle between powers but we took it in reverse. We
see the phrase as mere words, labels that people use to justify their
cause. A lot of people speak these words without really understanding
its meaning, its spirit. Some even use these words to abuse others.
Fact is, we are all equally ignorant, no one can be absolutely sure
especially when the topic is God. These are only words we use to
understand our life. What we need to do is enlighten ourselves, be
vigilant about the things happening in our surroundings and REBEL
from the norm. Everyone can have a voice but not everyone can be
right. You need to FIGHT for what you believe is your truth. BE YOUR
OWN KING. Be the one leading the charge of your life. If people will
follow you, let them follow as your fellow kings and queens. Treat
them equally and just. By becoming a 'king' instead of a 'god' you put
yourself in their shoes. You don't know everything hence you ask. You
learn and by learning you become enlightened. You UNDERSTAND
more and hence decide BETTER. All this will make you into a better
person.
Description of our band's sound/music. It's an experience. It's a
combination of familiar elements of music but it results into something
brand new. It is heavy hitting, downright emotional, unrelenting and
unstagy. We personify each of our songs and give it its unique soul.

PAINSCALE
Founded on: December 12, 2008 and Final
Members were assembled in Feb 2009.
Why Painscale?
One, cause it sounds good. Two, it is a medical term
and the first 3 members of the band are nurses.
Three, cause it labels and designs our music. How?

VOCALS
Gil Ryan Alcantara
BASS
Justin Viray
DRUMS
Michael Cagape (Em Near)
GUITAR
Eymard Guerrero
GUITAR
Cyrus Cruz
GUITAR
Jordan Mecate

Pain Scale (Painscale) is an invisible tool used by
medical practitioners to determine the level of pain
felt by a patient. We assumed the role of this tool
and considered the world as our patient. We've felt
the pain of humanity (disaster, failure, loss, death,
submission etc.) and interpreted these experiences
into our music. We individuals are unique and
doesn't have the same experiences. But we believe
we have similarities in terms of pain. We want to
show all people how our own pain destroyed a
certain time in our life and how were we able to
resolve it and also to warn and remind each one
of whom ever may become one of our listener the
possible pain that may come into your lives. That
is the theme of our music and our name. But it also
serves another purpose.
As you know pain is also a unique perception. It
may differ from one person to another with a certain
experience. A cat bite for you may be scaled 10/10
but the same person who was bitten by a cat may
just ignore the sensation. This theory also applies
to our feelings so don't base your own perception of
pain to ours. We are only alike or almost on some
experiences. You can either your use own judgment
and find your/a better solution or be more angry with
a certain stimulus(tao, tae, ibon, paru-paro etc.) after
listening to our music. It's always up to you because
YOU ARE THE ONLY ONE WHO CAN DESCRIBE
YOUR OWN PAIN. Therefore, You are your own
Pain Scale.

THE BLACKSTONE CONSPIRACY
The Blackstone Conspiracy was formed on December of
2018 with members such as Robert Dela Cruz formerly
from SKYCHURCH,QUESO and WILABALIW on drums,
Emile Ona from GODZILLA VS TOKYO, formerly from THE
VOCALS
Emile Ona
DRUMS
Robert Dela Cruz

CHONGKEYS on vocals. Julius Publico of SUBCULTURE
on percussions, backed up by Weng Bernal and Active
pepe from Politicaly revolutionary underground bands
SIGAW PILIPINAS and BANDAKONTRAPOLITIKA on

BASS
Active Pepe

guitar and Bass and a mysterious "M" on guitars which bio

GUITAR
Weng Bernal

2019.

GUITAR
"M"
PRECUSSIONS
Julius Publico

was not disclosed. The band debuted on Rakarakan festival

The Blackstone Conspiracy is currently in the studio working
on songs and their upcoming e.p that will hopefully be
released this year.

VOCALS
Ai Carbajosa

SHORTVISIT

BASS
Ixtus Cielos

Shortvisit is a Nu metal rock band. The genre
Comes-up from merging of their music influences
way back their childhood up to present. The band
was formed since May 2006

DRUMS
Richard Cabangil
GUITAR
Soux Paala
GUITAR
Chadwick Bernardo

DEEPSLEEP
is cavite base band from the Phillippines formed
in april 2001 the band is heavily influenced by
old metal and new metal bands combining both
influence to create a heavy and unique music
VOCALS
Sonny Samonte
BASS
Anthony Lawrence Guerero
DRUMS
Gerd Laureta
GUITAR
Noiz Rili

Deepsleep is a Four man band consist of Sonny
Samonte on vocals Noiz Rili on Guitars Gerd
Laureta on Drums and Anthony Lawrence Guerero
on Bass in 2005 Deepsleep release their 7 track E.P
which include the songs such as Master of pain and
Hell on earth.
Deepsleep performs in cavite area and metro manila
and also plays on big events in cavite such as
Philcloth Convention and Kaguluhan Music festival
and very active in the underground scene Deepsleep
is working on a full lenght album hopefully to release
this year and working hard to play on big events

REMNANTS
VOCALS
Jeffrey Dy

The name "Remnants" was conceived during the

BASS
Justin Cruz

not have a name yet. At the time, every member's

DRUMS
Danchester Getigan

they were one part of a whole, each a member of

GUITAR
Alex Sabordo
GUITAR
Rap Gaurano

writing of one of their songs, wherein they still did
respective bands were in hiatus, and the idea that
different bands, led to the choices, one of which was
Remnants which was chosen unanimously as they
liked how it would represent the band.
REMNANTS is a Filipino Deathcore Band formed
in August 2017 from CAMANAVA area . Our Lyric
Content of Anger , Hate , politics with Distinct Brutal
riff , Heavy Breakdowns , Fast Blastbeats and
Guttural Vocal yet remains Listenable.

VOCALS
Lala Rot
BASS
James Alba
DRUMS
Adrian Macaspac
GUITAR
Edy

BRACE YOURSELVES
is a statement. In some way referenced also to
Game of Thrones.
Brace Yourselves” is Metal and Hardcore music with
heavy riff based guitars and rhythmic drum beats tie
with negative themed lyrics.
We want our music to be as simple as possible.

EVENTS
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BY: Carlo Ybanez

Another awesome event conjured up by two of the most active production
teams, SX Manila and Rough Stuff Entertainment marks the 2nd quarter
of the year, and start of 2019’s summer with a steamy hard rocking music
festival at the beautiful beach of Barangay La Paz, San Narciso Zambales on
April 20, 2019. The “Zambali Summer 420” event advocates awareness in the
preservation of our environment, Tourism of Zamabales’ gorgeous summer
getaways, and to showcase Manila and Zambales’ music scenes.

Headlining the tour is one of the country’s top alternative band “Mayonnaise”,
a driving mainstay of the local music scene and winner of 2004’s Red Horse
Musiklaban’s band competition. They will be rocking out “ZAMBALI SUMMER
04.20.19

Backing them up in the summer heat are
Warner’s hard hitting Grunge and Hard
Rock all stars “Gin Rum and Truth”, the
fuel driven boys of Rock N’ Roll “Black
Wolf Gypsies”, the psychedlica-verbed
colors of “Whiskey Version”, the Glam in
the Van shred of “Switchblade Manila”
and the Peace-lovin’ Southern harmonies
of “Hey Moonshine”.

In addition to your relaxing swim, cold
drink, and the sexy calming sunset at the
sandy shores of San Narciso, the Zambali
Summer 420 festival aims to showcase
and support their local homegrown talent.
Sharing the stage with “Splendio Tritus”,
“Peanut Breaker”, “SpinOff”…and many
more. In the spirit of Celebrating Love,
Peace and Life SX Manila & Rough
Stuff Entertainment is proud to present
ZAMBALI SUMMER 420!! Get your
summer faces on and lets Rock N Roll!!

EVENTS
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Crazy Duck Production (CDP) has been organizing music events for five years in
the underground scene. Back then, productions were creating all these themed
events in hopes of trying to convey meaning and break from the typical "plug and
play" events. When CDP returned from their hiatus back in 2016, they opened
their return with a concept event called "Musika De Mayo", where new bands get
to play.
It was then followed by another themed event. And another, and another, so on
and so forth.
Come 2017, and the monthly themed events were laid out. It was also the first
time that CDP organized an event in celebration of the International Women's
Month called "Girls' Night Out" (GNO). The show in particular has been one of the
most celebrated events of CDP, where the ladies don't get to pay for any tickets
(awesome, right?).
It was long overdue for female acts to grace the underground/indie scene and
CDP upped their game for this year's GNO -- three shows in lieu of the celebration.

The first leg was raw and unplugged, held in the
renowned home for intimate and soulful acoustics
in Novaliches -- the Loqui's Place. The event was
headlined by CDP's featured artist, Eyecandy. From
the far north, the second leg was held in a revamped
Mang Rudy's bar in Makati, where it had, arguably, the
most versatile line-up the prod had their hands on.
CDP had a talk with some of the acts on those events
with regards to their background, the celebration and
its meaning. When asked about how much OPM has
changed being a female artist, Lei Bautista (Burning
Bridges) said:
"For me, mas na-empower na ang women ngayon.
Female bands do not have to prove something to earn
a spot -- everyone has a pass now, and people listen
to you. A lot of female bands were slept on back then
so mas nakakatuwa na talaga ngayon."

With regards to how the scene then and now shaped
their craft, Daintsu, a video game streamer and
musician, said that "People will treat you differently.
You should learn what you want in the world (lmao);
take every chance and every risk; dare to sound and
be different -- not taking no for an answer"
(Lei) "Women can be men too" -- kung ano man yung
naging struggles ng ibang artists, parehas lang [...].
And kung ano man ang victories [of male artists], yun
din sa mga babae"
Since prods are taking the creative approach in
organising events, we wanted to hear from the ladies
on what event organizers and local prods can do to
further emphasize the theme.
(Irish Bolilan of Meadows) "I hope mas marami pang
prods na ang highlight ay kababaihan. Nakakatuwa
at masarap sa feeling na naa-appreciate ang mga
babaeng musikero, lalo na sa panahon ngayon"

Conversely, the ladies from Mariya said, "As part of the women’s society, we really think
that there’s no need to further emphasize the theme because just by organizing an event
for women, [...] makes us feel important. [...] We strive for equality so no need for special
treatments"
The challenge of being in a band in the Philippines is no laughing matter. But more, so when
it comes to being a female artist. So, we wanted to hear from them some tips for ladies out
there aspiring to tread the music industry.
(Daintsu) "Be the best version of you every time. You can only be you"
(Patty of Night Over Alaska) "Never listen to negative comments, lalo na kung pinipigilan
no'n yung motivation mo maging isang musikero. Always love yourself"
(Lei) "Mata sa ulap pero paa sa lupa", kung meron mang hindi nakakaintindi sa mga ginagawa
mo, i-disregard mo sila, pati mga comments nila. 'Di lang 'to applicable sa pagiging babae
but also as a person"
(Mariya) "Practice!" (laughs)
(Irish) "Magiging mahirap sa una -- zero talaga. Pero as long as alam mo kung nasaan
yung puso mo, gawin mo. Mahirap na magsisi sa huli. Maghanap ng tao na makakaintindi
at susuporta sa'yo."

The night was fueled with aspirations and everyone welcomed the event sharing the
International Women's Month celebration. The last leg of Girls Night Out was held on the
30th of March, in Mang Rudy's Papaitan Bar & Grill.
Crazy Duck Production will be keeping its yearly tradition to support every female artist
in the music industry.
Their next event will be on April 27, entitled "OPM Throwback: Ang Ikalawang Yugto",
with new renditions of various songs from 80's up to 2009.

TUBE
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MIDNIGHT SKY

IN MY PRISON

CHA-CHING

CHOP CHOP BLUES

SISIKAT KA IHA

APOY

UNIQUE
GRANDMA

UNIQUE
GRANDMA

BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

IV OF SPADES

BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

BRA FT. SHANTI DOPE

TUBE

LABAHITA

SHOTGUN COMBO

ALAM MO BA? (ANG GULO)
ANG BANDANG SHIRLEY

SANA

I BELONG TO THE ZOO
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PILLARS

DYING MANIFESTO

MUSIC EVENT PRODUCTIONS
AFROMAN Productions
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

DLIVES Productions
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

DIRTY KNOBS Productions
www.fb.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production
www.fb.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production

DOCDEF Productions
docdefproductions@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production
BARBERO Productions
0917 8292767 | 0916 5087131
hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/barberoprod
BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction
BEAT TRICKS Productions
0916 3805941
www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/
BE BRIGHT BACK Production
0948 7001100
rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.fb.com/berightbackproduction

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod
EMS Production
www.fb.com/EMS-Production
FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188
www.fb.com/High-Frequency-Productions

BEEHIVE Productions
www.fb.com/beehiveproductionsph

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.fb.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010
www.fb.com/blackkittenproduction

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589 | 0915 8574568
0915 1419597
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141
carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph
CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581
chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction
CHOCO SKULL Productions
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph
CRAZY DUCK Productions
0917 7325550 | 0905 4173991
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction
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MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366
www.facebook.com/miyawprod
MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727
www.fb.com/MudhoneyProductions
NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd
ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396
www.fb.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas

OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.fb.com/outloudpilipinasevents
OVATION Productions
02 532 8883
www.facebook.com/ovationproductions
www.ovationproductionsmanila.com
PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction
PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.fb.com/peacebombnationproduction
PEACE TOL Productions
www.fb.com/PeaceTol-ProductionsPHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387
miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.fb.com/ilovephoenixproduction
PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566
prod.central@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral
PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.fb.com/purplesunsetproductions
RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/raccoonprod
RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179
redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction
REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions
RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod
REDROCKET Productions
redrocketprod@yahoo.com
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com
www.fb.com/RedRocketProductions
SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787
savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd

SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod
SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975 | 0916 2168563
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod
SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs)
0999 7267113 (Jonas)
solidempireproductions@gmail.com
www.fb.com/SolidEmpireProductions
SUBLIME EVENT Productions
www.fb.com/Sublime.Events.Productions
SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/sxmanila
TAMBAYAN Production
0926 3651204
www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph
TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021
www.fb.com/Team-Karga-Production
THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE
riabautista@me.com
www.fb.com/thedruggedzombie
THE SOUTHERN PROJECT
demo@thesouthernproject.com
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
TONO Events 0905 2062858
www.facebook.com/TonoEvents
TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com
www.fb.com/TsikenStaRR-ProductionUNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126
undertoneproduction@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction
WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS
Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com
www.fb.com/wearetheunderdogsproductions
www.watupph.com

